2017 ANNUAL ASCE/ASHE STATE CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Leadership : Stewardship Managing and Growing Resources

Session Title		Speaker		Location
Opening & Welcome by Event Sponsor	Brett Borchers, Tennacon

Breakfast Keynote		Greg Dutton, Voelker, Inc. ASHE National President

Session Close/Announcement
Major Changes in Trip Generation for Large-Scale Residential Projects/Lessons Learned in the Use of Drones for Parking Studies	Darlene Dancy, PE, PTOE, Pomas

Health Assessment of Structures	Achtiyta Hadar, Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics, University of Arizona

Backseat Driving and Taking the Wheel

EWRI Session 1

Data-Driven Approaches for Traffic Monitoring and Management

EWRI Session 2

Yao-Jan Wu, Ph.D, PE, University of Arizona

Golden Poppy

Kieran Sikdar CFM

Greg Denton

Students

Alejandro Angel, Ph.D, PE, PTOE, and Frederick Tack, PE, ENV SP

Cottonwood Ballroom

Backseat Driving and Taking the Wheel

Golden Poppy

Kieran Sikdar CFM

Greg Denton

Students

Alejandro Angel, Ph.D, PE, PTOE, and Frederick Tack, PE, ENV SP

Cottonwood Ballroom

Keith Dahlen, Al Field & Associates; Mo Ehsani, Ph.D, PE, SE, FASCE, Pima County Regional Flood Control District

Desert Star

Robert D. Anderson

Zachary Radel, Robert Ramsey, PE, S Chia

Desert Star

; Brendan Alan Barrett

Various (See EWRI Program)

Jason Carlaftes, PE, SE, Brent Borchers, Nathan W. Haws Ph.D, PE; Jared N. Erickson, PE; Alexander Colburn, Christopher I. Thornton, Ph.D, PE, ROARK Industries

Larkspur

Fausto Burruel, Faisal Saleem, Brent Borchers, Jonathan Fuller, PE, RG, PH, CFM, D.WRE

Stephanie Gerlach, PE

Desert Star

; Grenee Celuch, CPSM, Deirdre Broshnihan, Jason A. Simmers, PE, PMP

Global Poppy

Marcus Shapiro, PE

Mike Ploughe, PG

Scott Deeny

Eric McLeskey, PE

Harry R. Cooper, RLA, ASLA

Chris Labye, PE; Ben Ansley, PE, Sam Biswas, PE and Tessa O'Neill

Brittlebush

Speaker

President's Memorable Moment & Lunch Sponsor Thank You

Lunch Session Overview & Conference Committee Thank You

Presidential Luncheon- Ancient Water Technologies: Traditional Knowledge and Sustainability for the Future

Lunch Keynote: Ancient Water Technologies: Traditional Knowledge and Sustainability for the Future

ASCE Region 8 Overview

ASCE Region 8 Awards, Section Awards, Presentation of Scholarships, Officer Installation

ASCE Officer Installation

Business Ethics for Professional Engineers and the BTR

Ugh... Millennials

High-Density Expanding Polymer Grout for Deep Soil Stabilization on SF101L

Breaking Stereotypes - Vision for the Future of Structural Engineering

ASCE Peer Review Program for Public Agencies - This one's for YOU!

Breaking Stereotypes - Vision for the Future of Structural Engineering
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Business Ethics for Professional Engineers and the BTR

Ugh... Millennials

High-Density Expanding Polymer Grout for Deep Soil Stabilization on SF101L

Breaking Stereotypes - Vision for the Future of Structural Engineering

ASCE Peer Review Program for Public Agencies - This one's for YOU!